**About 250 Will Come to Reunion**

Many of the early Classes will represent—some groups hold reunions.
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**Head of "Technology at Work" Committee**

The Senior Class will also entertain with the urgent wish of all the Institute departments will be shown in room 10-250 include "The Eve of the Departures," "The Eve of the Departures" in the Mechanical Engineering, Chemistry, Biology, and Biology, and Biology will be open and in operation through the afternoon.

**BOAT TRIP BIG ITEM IN EVENTS TOMORROW**

(Continued from Page 1)

plenty of chances for informal class reunions at breakfast, the committee agrees. Following the luncheon, in the Zing demonstration about which most of the interest in the harbor trip is centered. After Mr. Zieler has proved that his invention is all that he claimed it is, the party will return to the boats. It is expected that the boats will dock at the Army Base Pier from which started sometimes between 4:30 and 5 o'clock, arrive at time for dinner that should include the making of regular plans, the boats will stop at Pemberton for the day, where entertainment under cover will be provided. This is the same island on which many graduating classes have held their Senior Picnic, as those Alumni who attended it will remember. On Saturday, the Class of 1925 holds its picnic.
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